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LeadVolt Case Study
These non-technical founders quickly launched a successful insurance-tech company
that helps agencies maximize their revenue and productivity with a purpose-built lead
management and CRM solution. Learn how 8base helped bring LeadVolt to life.
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Software has been “eating the world” for almost
a decade now, but it’s not just developers who
drive this paradigm shift.
As the general population becomes more tech-savvy, people without
technical backgrounds are stepping up to solve huge challenges by
creating niche applications.

With creative solutions to industry problems and the vision to shake up the status quo,
these entrepreneurs are partnering with development teams to take their ideas to
market.


That’s just what Jason Killings, CEO and co-founder of LeadVolt, did by teaming up with
8base Labs to solve some of the biggest problems facing insurance agents today.
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Solving a personal problem, solving an industry problem

As a 14-year insurance veteran, Jason was frustrated with
how his business was performing. His industry, which once
relied on conversations and personal relationships, was
dramatically disrupted by today’s digital revolution.

In the not-too-distant past , both independent agents (those who sell policies from
multiple providers) and “captive” agents (those who work for a single provider, such as
Allstate) would rely on foot traffic for their sales. While it may be hard to believe in
today’s world, most insurance policies were written in brick-and-mortar offices.

“Previously, people would come to our office, they'd sit down, and we'd

have a face-to-face conversation,” Jason recalls. “After being in this

space for 14 years, I can tell you that just doesn't really happen anymore.”
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The decrease in person-to-person sales led agencies to
purchase lists of leads for agents to call. Jason found his
firm spending tens of thousands of dollars for these lists,
which led him to discover three main problems:

1

Outdated workflows for interacting with customers: Instead of
using a customer relationship management system (CRM), most
agents were relying on sticky notes and paper calendars to

determine which leads to pursue.

2

Lack of insight into a list’s quality: It was difficult and
cumbersome to figure out whether the list he purchased was
converting or should be tossed in the trash.

3

Limited understanding of agent effectiveness: He found it
hard to tell how his agents were performing, and which
practices could be replicated throughout his firm.

“Buying insurance is kind of like buying a car—it’s a purchase that doesn’t happen very
often,” Jason says. “Most people don’t buy on the first conversation, and not having the
right workflow, systems and tools to ensure that you’re reaching out to the right person,
at the right time and in the right way means you leave a lot of money on the table.”
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Jason tried a number of the CRMs on the market but found them lacking. They were not
tailored specifically for the insurance sales process, and he had to keep coming up with
workarounds and modifications to get the software to be more of a help than a
hindrance. Even then, those three core problems persisted.

“I’d try to make those systems work for me. I talked to their developers to

explain what I needed to run my business, but all they wanted to do was

charge me customization fees,” a frustrated Jason remembers. “I got to

the point where I no longer wanted to fix someone else’s lackluster

software that wasn't designed for our niche. Instead, I saw the

opportunity for me to build a system for insurance agents by insurance

agents to get them the needed data and reduce their workload.”
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Discovering 8base Labs

While he’s not a technical co-founder, Jason Killings has
always been intrigued by technology.

Jason grew up around computers and always appreciated
their potential to increase efficiency. When Jason was a
child, his father was an early adopter of dial-up internet
and would pay bills online. (Remember when this was
rare?)


Later, Jason became a pilot and found he had a strong
analytical mind when it came to interpreting and acting on
flight data from his instrumentation. His experiences and
aptitude for logical thinking led him to see there was a
better way to handle his company’s workflow.

However, it wasn’t until a chance introduction to 8base founder Albert Santalo that
Jason realized there was a company that could help bring his vision to life. He recalls
learning how the company was building a low-code platform that would allow developers
to rapidly build and scale an application on the Amazon Web Services (AWS) platform.
Jason’s interest was really piqued when he learned that 8base had a professional services
team, dubbed 8base Labs, that builds applications for entrepreneurs.
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“I had spent half a million dollars over the past five years on software for

our lead management, and I wasn’t satisfied with any of them,” Jason

says. “I knew I had a better way of doing business. However, an idea

without the tools to make it happen means it’s not going anywhere. You

can’t build a treehouse without a hammer, nails and some wood.”

In learning about 8base, Jason finally saw the solution to his problems. The idea for
LeadVolt was born, and he believed that the 8base team could bring it to life.
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Beginning work on leadvolt

Jason had a high-level list of the things he wanted
LeadVolt to do for a firm’s frontline insurance agents

and for its owners.
First, he wanted to make sure that there was a
way to take in all the lead data that insurance
agents purchase.


Second, it was imperative that the entire
insurance agent workflow be handled on the
LeadVolt platform. This meant that all generic
email drip campaigns, personal email interactions,
phone calls, call transcriptions and text messages
would take place inside his system.


Finally, the user experience needed to be intuitive
and elegant, something that would would
enhance his agents’ productivity rather than trip
them up.
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By accomplishing each of these three goals, Jason felt that he would then have the right
kind of data, which could then feed into LeadVolt’s analytics engine. Finally, insurance
agents would have on-demand information about the quality of their lead lists, and a firm
could understand the effectiveness of their staff at nurturing and converting prospects.


While Jason had an intimate understanding of his idea, he knew that he had to
communicate it to the 8base Labs team. Fortunately, they made this process incredibly
easy.


“Working with the 8base team, we broke the project up into parcels. We’d have a
check-in prior to designing it to make sure that we were still on the same page and see if
there were any deviations we needed to work through,” Jason remembers. “We’d then
have a development sprint where we got to see our ideas come to fruition.”


Jason enjoyed working on his project through this agile process because he got to see it
advance in real time. These sprints kept him focused on—rather than overwhelmed
by—the specific tasks and functionality that needed to be implemented at each stage.
“It’s also kind of refreshing to be able to actually see something tangible
instead of handing off the plan to the developers and saying, ‘OK, have at
it. I'll see you in six months!’” Jason says.
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Accelerating LeadVolt’s Development Through API Integrations

In working with the 8base Labs team, Jason was excited by
how well they utilized other technologies to extend
LeadVolt’s functionality.
In particular, leveraging third-party APIs instead of building similar technologies in-house
was a key driver in getting LeadVolt to market quickly.


Case in point: LeadVolt’s telephony integration via Twilio.

+

“Since LeadVolt is web-based software, I needed to ensure that an

agent’s phone calls went through our system. However, building this

telephony functionality would have taken a lot of time and increased our

costs,” Jason explains. “My 8base team suggested that we integrate with

Twilio, a company that has already perfected the telephony integration,

to handle calls, voicemails, text messages and more, all within the

LeadVolt platform. This integration was huge!”
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LeadVolt also had 8base integrate Amazon Transcribe, which automatically generates
phone call transcripts. LeadVolt can then assign a call score based on certain keywords,
helping to assess how agents are doing with their customer interactions. Again, this
functionality would have been time-consuming and expensive to build from scratch.

+

“I look at 8base as the hub and all these APIs as the spokes along the

wheel,” Jason says. “Having a team that has the ability and know-how to

bring in these APIs only enhances LeadVolt’s platform, expanding our

system’s functionality exponentially.”
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Communicating to bring leadvolt to life

Jason credits the high quality of LeadVolt’s development to
the incredible professionalism of the 8base Labs team and
the dialogue he had with them.


He felt that the team not only was invested in his idea, but
truly took the time to understand the obstacles he was
trying to overcome.
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“The 8base services team are top-notch professionals that know web-based

technologies inside and out. If you have an idea but lack technical know-how,

they’re the team you want to guide you through the process.”


What will your success story be?

If you’re an entrepreneur looking to rapidly build sound applications from the first
line of code, the 8base services team is here to help. Learn more about the 8base
platform at 8base.com and contact us at hello@8base.com to get started
today.

Find out more
about LeadVolt at
www.leadvolt.com
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